DATA THINK TWICE

6 in 10 attendees feel that their PERSONAL DATA is compromised through public Wi-Fi.

39% thought twice about attending due to PERSONAL SAFETY or DATA RISKS.

PERSONAL

69% are more concerned about being victims of IDENTITY THEFT than the risks of physical harm related to personal safety (49%) or a natural disaster (54%).

INTERNET

63% globally are seriously concerned about the threat of VIRUSES/HACKING.

NATIONAL

57% are seriously concerned about WAR or TERRORISM, the same percentage as are seriously concerned about online shopping or banking.

FINANCIAL

66% FINANCIAL SECURITY continues to be a top area of concern globally, with two-thirds seriously concerned about BANKCARD FRAUD.

In 2019, global security concern was measured at 175, indicating serious concern and the highest level in 13 years of the Unisys Security Index™.

The Unisys Security Index™ is a global study that gauges the attitudes of consumers on a wide range of issues related to national, personal, financial and Internet security. The study polled nearly 13,600 adults in 13 countries February 27-March 22, 2019.

Join the conversation #Unisys #SecurityIndex

unisyssecurityindex.com